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averageabout80 yrs [Jacob,1984].However,they are

Abstract. Source characteristics of the May 7, 1986

estimated to be as low as 50 yrs and may exceed 100

AndreanorIslandsearthquake(51.412øN, 174.830øW,
NEIC) are investigatedfrom WWSSN, GDSN and
IDA

records.

First

motions

from

yrs [Sykes,et. al, 1981].

over 60 stations

The March

determine one steeply dipping nodal plane. We constrained this nodal plane and inverted long-period surface waves at a period of T=256 sec and determined
the second nodal plane to be dip 18 ø, rake 116 ø, and
strike 257 ø. This shallowly dipping thrust mechanism
is consistent with plate motions in this region.
Seismic

moment

from

surface-wave

inversion

9, 1957 Great Aleutian

earthquake,

Mw--9.1 , located at 51.3øN, 175.8 øW, is one of the
largest earthquakes in recorded history and occurred
very close to this recent event. This earthquake ruptured a 1200 km segment of the arc. The aftershock
sequence defines two segments of the rupture zone-

one west of Amukta Pass (172øW) and one east
[Mogi, 1968]. Since the arc ruptured here just 29

is

1.3X102sdyne-cmcorresponding
to Mw----8.0.
Ampli-

years ago, seismic potential in this area has been rated

tudes of body and surface waves from short-period

very low [Sykes,1971;McCann,et. al, 1979;Sykes,et.
al, 1981;Jacob,1984].

instrumentsyield magnitudesof ff•b----6.8
and Ms=7.7.
The teleseismic average P-wave moment rate spectrum from 17 short- and intermediate-period instruments is slightly lower than that of an average
Mw•8.0 subduction-zone event. We constrained the
fault plane as determined above to deconvolve the
first 90 secsof the long-period body wave at 11 telese-

Aleutian earthquake. Portions of the western aftershock zone have ruptured before in major events.

ismic

This zone ruptured in a sequenceof large earthquakes

stations

to determine

the source time

The
within

1986 Andreanof Island earthquake occurred
the western

aftershock

zone of the

between

function

175-178.8

øW

called

the Adak

9.4X1027 dyne-cm. The fault rupturedbilaterally

broad periodrange(1-256sec).

The May 7, 1986 Andreanor Islands earthquake
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damageon both islandsbut no fatalities(Figure1).
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occurred in this portion of the Aleutian arc since the
1957 Great Aleutian earthquake. The earthquake was
felt on Atka approximately 65 km north of the epikm
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(22h 47m 10.2s UTC, 51.412øN, 174.830øW, h--33
km, Ms=7.7 , NEIC) is the largest event that has

130

Zone.

earthquakes have occurred in this region until 1986.
The 1986 earthquake is unique because of the unexpectedly short recurrence time and the partial overlap
of its rupture zone with the 1957 earthquake. To
better understand this earthquake and its relationship
to the 1957 earthquake, we examine the source
characteristics of the May 7, 1986 earthquake over a

Introduction

on Adak

Seismic

(Ms----7.8)between1901-1905and in 1957. No great

with the largest moment releasing subevent occurring
between 30-45 sec. This subevent nucleates approximately 75-90 km west of the determined epicenter.
This region correspondsto the epicentral area of the
1957 Great Aleutian earthquake which is one of the.
largest earthquakes in recorded history.

and

Great

Kisslinger[1985]examinedthe seismicityin a region

and the spatial distribution of moment release. The
source time function consists of 4 moment-releasing
episodes which have a total moment release of

center

1957

arc is one of the most seismically

active regionsin the world, and has generatedseveral
of the largest earthquakes in recorded history. These
large earthquakes are a part of an earthquake
sequencethat ruptured most of the Alaska-Aleutian
arc during the period 1938 to 1965. Areas that did
not rupture during this period of increased activity

6000

have been identified as seismic gaps. These seismic

50 N

gaps, the Yakataga., Shumagin, Unalaska and Kommandorski gaps have not broken in at least 80 yrs.
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Figure 1. Map of a portion of the Aleutian Islands
showing earthquake activity during May 1986 from
the PDE catalog. The May 7, 1986 earthquake is
plotted as a filled star. The aftershock area within 24
hrs following the main event is outlined in dashed
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(describedbelow)determinedthe secondnodal plane

IO9

to be dip 18 ø, rake 116 ø and strike 257 ø.

This

thrust mechanism is consistent with the orientation

of

the plate boundary and direction of plate motion in

IO8

thisregion[MinsterandJordan,1978].
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Seismic Moment and Rupture Area
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Seismic moment, Mo, is determined from longperiod surface waves from International Deployment
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and GDSN

stations follow-

spectral data at 256 sec are inverted using excitation
functions for a source depth of 16 km. Since the
source depth is less than 30 km, two elements of the
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ing Kanamoriand Given [1981].Amplitudeand phase
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Figure 2. (a) Focal mechanismfor the May 7, 1986

tensor cannot

be resolved.

We there-

fore use a double-couplesourceconstrainingone plane
from the first-motion data. The sourcetime delay is
varied from 10 to 80 sec. Using 48 Rayleigh waves,
R2-R4, the best fitting solution occurs at a source

time delay of 60 sec which yieldsMo----1.3X102s
dyne-cm, Mw----8.0. Adding 12 Love waves, G2-G4,

earthquake. Sixty-seven stations are used to constrain
the steeply dipping nodal plane. Large symbols are

gives approximately the same seismic moment. Since
this is a very large event, directivity of the

good quality picks and small symbols poor quality.

propagating dislocation causesthe source time delay
to be azimuthally dependent. Assuminga simple rup-

(b) Averagemomentrate spectrafor the May 7, 1986
earthquake. Theoreticalspectrafor an w-2 model are

ture propagating a distance of 150 km to the west at

shown by thin lines. The dashed line shows the aver-

3 km/sec and consideringazimuth to the receiver,

age spectrumfrom 7 events for an Mw:8.0 subduc-

delay times are computed at each station. Using
these times in the inversion doesnot significantly alter
the solution. For simplicity, here we use a constant
source delay time of 60 sec.

tion zone event.

Aftershock

Area

The

The 1986 Andreanof Islands earthquake was pre-

ceded by several foreshocks,the largest, Ms----6.0
,
occurring a little over two hours before the main
event.

Numerous

aftershocks

followed

over the

next

severaldays (Figure 1). The aftershockarea extends

aftershock

data

within

the first 24 hrs of the

mainshock suggest an immediate rupture zone of
approximately 220 km in length and 65 km in width.

Assuming rigidity is /•----5X10TMdyne-cm
-2, the
estimated slip during this event is 180 cm correspond-

ing to a slip rate of 6.3 cm/yr since1957. This estimate is somewhat lower than the average plate

over a 220 km segment of the are. The western extent
of the aftershock zone is bounded by Adak Canyon.
The eastern extent coincideswith the eastern edge of
the western aftershock zone of the 1957 event,
strengthening the argument for a structural discon-

motioncalculatedby Minsterand Jordan[1978]. The
Minster and Jordan[1978]slip rate, 8.1 cm/yr, indi-

tinuity (or barrier) here as proposedby Mogi [1968].

fault plane surface is closer to crustal values.

cates a deficiency of slip of approximately 53 cm.
This deficiency can be substantially reduced if ase-

ismic slip is occurring(1.8 cm/yr) or rigidity of the

The aftershock zone grew northward toward Atka

within the following weeks (Figure 1). Ensuing
activity has been primarily restricted to within the
above aftershock

zone.

Kisslinger[1985]forecastedan earthquakemeasur-

,,.•-'',•,:/.j •..•• ,,:•o

ing Ms>_7 to occur in late 1985 in the immediate
vicinity of Adak Island and to rupture soon after into
Adak Canyon. The epicentral region of this predicted
event is over 150 km from the epicenter of the 1986
earthquake. Although the immediate aftershock
sequenceextends into the Adak Seismic Zone, it did
not break into the Adak Canyon sub-region.
Focal

':

/ /

graphNetwork (WWSSN) and GlobalDigital Seismograph Network (GDSN)stations. The first-motion
data fix one of the nodal planesreasonablywell (Figure 2a). Inversion of long-period surface waves

\,.•o --•,,

,.40 ---: v 'C' ' '9' '•'

Mechanism

The focal mechanism for the main event was determined from 67 World-Wide
Standardized
Seismo-

V_

PMG

Figure 3. Comparisonof actual (solidlines) and synthetic (dashed lines) seismograms
from body wave
inversion. ?eak amplitudes for the data in cm is
given below each station for a long period WWSSN
instrument with a magnification of 1500, The focal
mechanism
shown.

and

stations

used

in

the

inversion

are
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a--0.34

3.30x 1026

and a--0.32

respectively. The average

moment rate spectrum computed from 17 teleseismic

P-wave seismograms from short- and intermediate-

dyne-cm
.

I
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30

period vertical componentGDSN instrumentsusing
the method of Houston and Kanamori [1986] is
slightly lower than the averageMw--8.0 subductionzoneevent(Figure2b).
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Figure 4. Source time function from the simultaneous
body wave deconvolution. Peak moment release rate

is 3.30X 10•6 dyne-cm/sec.

Kikuchi and Fukao [1985].We usethe focal mechan-

Magnitudeand SourceSpectra
Amplitudesof body and surfacewavesfrom shortperiodvertical componentWWSSN and GDSN instrumentsyield a magnitudefrom Houstonand Kanamori

[1986]of rhb--6.8(40 stationaverage)
andan Ms--7.7
(33 station average)with a standarddeviationof
TIME (SEC)'

O-

The source time function is determined by simultaneous inversion of the first 90 sec of the body wave
from 6 long-period WWSSN and 5 intermediate-period
GDSN vertical component instruments following
ism as determined by the surface-wave inversion and
extend the fault-plane surface discussed above from

the aftershock data up to the trench axis. Figure 3
shows the best fitting synthetics compared to the
data. The source time function for these synthetics is
shown in Figure 4. For all models considered, the
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Figure 5. Fifteen secondtime slicesof the spatialdistributionof momentreleaseprojected onto the fault surface. The radiusof eachcircleis proportionalto the seismic
momentof the point sourceit represents.Shadingis proportionalto the amountof
moment releasein a given area and is normalizedto the maximumvalue in each time
slice. The asterisk marks the hypocenter.
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general features of the source time function are stable.
The first moment-releasing episode is of lower amplitude and duration than the second and largest
episode. Moment release then falls off with several
smaller episodes occurring in the remaining 45 sec.

Division of Geological and Planetary Sciences,California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125.

Total

is

Anderson, D.L., Accelerated plate tectonics, Science,

With our distribution of stations, the rupture pat-

Houston, H. and H. Kanamori, Sourcespectra of great
earthquakes: teleseismic constraints on rupture
processand strong motion, Bull. Seism. Soc. Am.,

moment

release

for

this

model

Mo--9.4X 1027dyne-cm.
tern (Figure 5) is resolvedbetter along strike than
perpendicular to strike. The first subevent occurs
near the epicenter. The rupture area expands and
moment

release

culminates

in

the

second

subevent

between 30-45 sec. During this largest subevent, the
point sources cluster about 75-90 km west of the epicenter. Remaining activity is diffuse.
The areas of the first two major subevents can be
thought of as asperities along the fault surface. The
first

area

is associated

with

the

initial

failure

of the

fault surface which perhaps triggered the failure of the
second. Within the resolution of the data, the second
and largest subevent corresponds to the epicenter of
the 1957 earthquake.
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